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1191 
inspired to participate in an interdisciplinary conversation. This is not to say that 
what Gergen writes about a wide range of people is uninteresting, but his comments 
are often generaL Sometimes this is disappoiming, especially when his accoun: 
seems cursory, as it is of Goffman. However, on other oL.;:aslons Gergen reveals a 
gift for succinctly pointing to a key elemen~ of someone's work. for example, iI'. 
introducing Derrida's contribution to literary theory, Gergen suggested that one of 
the implications of deconstruction is that a[ efforts to mru<:e ration,ll decbion§ 
involve a "massive suppression of meaning." This struck me as a very good way of 
thinking about one of Derrida's concerns. Similarly, Gergen's observation that one 
of Winch's main claims in The Idea ofa Social Science is tl:at theories are constitutive 
of their phenomena is an incisive way of introducing a self-consciously 
Wittgensteinian reading of the social sciences. Of course, there is the danger that 
someone reading Gergen and being introduced to these ideas for the first time 
might overestimate his or her grasp of Derrida, Winch, or others. Gergen's project 
is best thought of an inspirational guide to broad, contemporary, theoretical issues, 
not as an adequate summary of them. Given Gergen's massive scope, it could hardly 
be otherwise. With. this in mind, it would have been better for each chapter to offer 
a very specific set of readings, rather than a general reading list 6at is likely to be 
intimidating to this book's intended audience. 
Tnc book begins by discussing the various crises in traditional approaches to 
knowledge that create the possibility of social constructionism. Subsequent chapters 
introduce important themes for Gergen: the role oflanguage in constituting our 
Ylew of the world, reflexivity, indeterm:nacy and the omnipresence of power 
relations. For what it's worth, I kept noticing how dose many of Gergen's themes 
are m those found in Max Weber's methodological writ:ngs, Gergen often 
approaches t,1.e definitions of key terms (such as social constructiollisrn) circuitously, 
and some useful distinctions and definidons are relegated to the footnotes. The 
second part of [he book considers what might be thought of as "appiicatio~'1s" of 
social constructionism, paying particular attention to issues concerning therapy 
and pedagogy. Gergen also touches upon methodological strategies that are 
consistent with a constructionist perspective, 
Gergen has certainly managed to convey his excitement fur a wide range of 
contemporary ideas. For some, this book wi!! be the i:npetus to begin an intellectual 
journey, with a broad map in hand. For others, it wiH be a disappointment. They 
,viiI feel that it promises more than it delivers, and that by the end they are still not 
very sure what sodal constructionism is or what the f.:ass is about. 
